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Thoughtfully amenitized parks are planned for all phases of 
Painted Prairie. Everywhere you wander throughout the 
enticing streetscapes of the neighborhood, you’ll encounter 
parks tucked amongst beautiful homes.  In Phase II, street-ad-
jacent linear parks and pocket parks will provide numerous 
unexpected green spaces to relax, gather and enjoy nature.

Painted Prairie’s network of parks will also connect residents to 
the urban vibe of the 55-acre Town Center, featuring 
Treehouse Park, an upscale leisure oasis where neighbors will 
gather to enjoy live music, shop the stalls at the seasonal 
farmer’s market, enjoy outdoor festivals, and connect with the 
community at exciting events.

NORTH

TREEHOUSE PARK
Tree House Park will be the centerpiece of Town Center, currently in the works.  This 
innovative oasis will not only provide visitors with greenspace and urban plazas but
will also incorporate art, creative lighting, food, beverage, entertainment and event 
spaces.  The one-of-a-kind tree house at its center will be an interactive marvel with 
open multi-level architecture and engaging gathering spaces.

PIONEER PARK &
PRAIRIE PAWS PARK
Let the pups run and romp at Painted Prairie's 
actively appointed future dog park.  Pioneer 
Park hosts a proposed future Aurora Public 
School site including sports fields and ample 
additional park amenities to explore.

LINEAR PARKS

TREEHOUSE PARK

Painted Prairie was developed not to 
recreate the natural environment, but 

to accentuate it. Native, drought 
tolerant grasses lend their color to the 

landscape, requiring minimal irrigation, 
fertilizers, and maintenance to thrive. 
Similarly, residents are encouraged 
to embrace xeriscaping, a style of 

landscaping that requires 
little or no irrigation.

WILD &
SUSTAINABLE

6000 Picadilly Rd.
Aurora, CO 80019
lifeatpaintedprairie.com

POCKET PARKS

Park images are artist renderings.  All “FUTURE” parks and their features are subject to change without notice.
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LILAC PARK
A quiet spot designed to be an extension of your own backyard, 
Lilac Park is the perfect place to take a break on the expansive 
lawn, or plant your own garden in the Columbine Community 
Garden while the kids play.

PERIWINKLE PARK
Periwinkle Park honors the prairie upon which it was built, while 
foretelling the future of what the prairie will become in the years 
ahead. Perfectly positioned tables and chairs offer a place to 
pause and take in the best westward views of the mountains of 
any park along the Front Range, while families gather for BBQs 
and impromptu games of tag and bean bag toss. Four seasons 
of color enhance the long garden paths.

MULBERRY PARK
In the summer, native grasses, flowers and butterflies converge 
upon this small pocket park. This park provides shade, and 
room to roam and play among the botanical gardens, offering 
a much-needed nature break for residents.

AMBER PARK
Amber Park provides an opportunity for quiet reflection while 
maintaining a connection with the natural environment 
through an abundant botanical garden amongst an undulat-
ing landscape.

PLUM PARK 
Situated on Painted Prairie’s original Quarter-Mile Pivot, Plum 
Park is ripe with tradition and possibilities. Pick your own fruit or 
relax under the trees where you are reminded of the agrarian 
roots that Painted Prairie was built upon. Plum Park is one of the 
many pocket parks planted with fruit trees for residents to enjoy.

LAVENDER PARK 
One of the roomier corner parks, Lavender Park offers numer-
ous play and gathering spaces defined by colorful plantings 
and landscape renditions of the Urban Pivots.

PICADILLY TRAIL
Getting around Painted Prairie is easy. Connected to the bike 
paths and sidewalks you’ll find throughout the community, 
Picadilly Trail offers a scenic walk, a beautiful bike ride, or a 
quiet afternoon stroll under a bluebird sky.

HIGH PRAIRIE PARK
Carefully curated neighborhood gathering places, The Great Lawn, play structures, community gardens and specially created Urban 
Pivots provide plenty of room to explore throughout 22 acres. Painted Prairie’s High Prairie Park integrates sweeping mountain vistas, 
city skyline, prairie dunes, arroyos and a bluff landform we call Sunset Ridge.

Sunset Ridge Promenade & Indian Paintbrush Gardens
The Promenade features shade pavilions, a lofted sand beach, two-sided community art wall, a sledding hill and three ski 
chair swings facing Colorado’s most impressive peaks. Its variety of interactive features are designed to attract people to 
play together, enjoy solitude, and encourage roaming and exploration, all celebrating what it means to live on the prairie 
and play in nature. The Promenade's incredible views and unbelievable skyscapes demand our attention. Indian Paint-

brush Gardens were created for harvesting the fruits of your labor from your person-
al garden plot and the community orchards in the fall.

The Fort, The Gamble Ropes & The Lincoln Logs
Whimsy and adventure thrive here. These playgrounds were designed to embrace 
the sense of wonder, imagination, and growth that transcends into the development of a child... enlivening movement, 
fitness, mental acuity, and the purity of just having fun. Constructed by Beanstalk Builders, the play structures themselves 
evoke images of a simpler time, when adults and kids were free to explore.

The Urban Pivots and The Red Tail
A system of Urban Pivots captures the graphic tapestry of our agrarian landscape, with hopes of harvesting laughter, 
family time and the fruits of a tight-knit community. From your airplane seat you've seen the prairie, and noticed the 
perfectly round, green panels that dot the brown plains and signal irrigated farm-
land.  The Urban Pivots emulate that motif through a series of pivot circle gardens, 
lawns, and the shade pavilion named for the prairie's red tail hawk - offering all sorts 

of both quiet and playful areas to explore.

Butterfly Landing, Prairie Waves & The Orchard
In honor of the western prairie's natural beauty, these gardens are dedicated to discovery.  Butterfly landing is 

designed to mimic the shape of a Prairie Skipper Butterfly wing.  In collaboration with the Butterfly 
Pavilion in Westminster, the garden is consciously planted to help attract butterflies — species 
like Gaillardia, Butterfly Bush, Yarrow, Echinacea, and Prairie Zinnia — with easy access for kids 
and adults.

The Arroyo
Immerse yourself in a microworld of the pioneer’s prairie. The Arroyo was designed to 
capture and honor the erosive nature of water and how this element has carved its way 

throughout the prairie landscape. Each detail is deliberately presented to encourage discovery and ignite the imagination of 
children and adults alike. This space is so special that it inspired a poem about prairie arroyos which is monumented at the 
overlook. Descending 12 feet below the promenade, the Arroyo is packed full of native Gambel oaks, sandstone slopes, and two 
custom concrete slides. It provides a chance for kids to go wild outside! The Arroyo is a place destined to be your favorite spot at 

Painted Prairie. Just north of The Arroyo at The Beach, Adirondack Chairs a spot to relax and take in mountain views. Residents can reserve pavilions, shade structures, picnic areas, and lawns.
Contact the Painted Prairie Owners Association for reservation requests and deposit requirements.


